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TAX TIPS
PAYE and temporary
wage/student workers
Temporary wage workers and students are 90% of the time a head
ache to employers when it comes to PAYE & UIF deductions and
therefore also the issue of IRP5’s/IT3(a)’s.
We’ve summarised and extracted the main guidelines below which
should assist to clarify when and how much PAYE/UIF are to be
deducted.
UIF:
a) Employee works less than 24 hours a month – no UIF applies
b) Employee works 24hours or more a month – the normal 2%
UIF applies (remember to obtain a copy of the employees ID
to register him on UI19 form).
PAYE: Deduction of PAYE depends on whether the person is
complying with the “standard employment” definition (working at
least 22 hours per week for one employer or declaring in writing
that he does not and will not, during the period of his
employment,render services to any other employer) or deemed
standard employment as defined below.

Herewith some examples and
details issued by SARS:
Standard employment
Where an employee does not fall within the definition of standard
employment, an employee will be deemed to be in standard
employment if —
the employee (including scholars and students) is required
to work for less than 22 hours a week and the employee
furnishes a written declaration that he / she will not render
services to any other employer, for the period that such
employment is held, such employment is regarded as
standard employment.
the employee works for at least 5 hours a day and receives
less than R164 per day, such employee is deemed to be in
standard employment.
Where the employer conducts his / her business in such a manner
that employees render services on a regular or frequent basis for
such periods as may be required by the employer the
Commissioner may, after consultation with the employer or with
any body or association on which the employer is represented,
direct that the employment of such employees shall be standard
employment. The Commissioner may further instruct the employer
as to the manner in which employees' tax must be deducted. (Refer
also to Temporary employees who are frequently employed in
paragraph 14.8).
Non-standard employment (25% deduction)
Examples of non-standard employment:
Workers not in standard employment employed on a daily
basis who are physically paid daily.
Casual commissions paid, such as spotter’s fees.
Casual payments to casual workers for irregular services
rendered or occasional services.
Fees paid to part-time lecturers.
Honoraria paid to office bearers of organisations, clubs, etc.

Should the person comply with the definition of standard
employment or deemed standard employment, PAYE needs to be
deducted according to the tax tables – thus those employees who
earn wages below the tax threshold should not have PAYE
deducted from their wages.
Alternatively, if the persons are classified as temporary employees
but are frequently employed, they can possibly be reclassified if
complying with certain requirements – set out below – to avoid
deducting PAYE from their salaries/wages.
Should neither of the above apply, the employee will need to
deduct PAYE of 25% of the wage.
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Employees’ tax
Standard employment income — The weekly and monthly
tables are used and the annual table is used at the end of
the tax period or tax year to determine SITE.
Non-standard employment income — Employees' tax at the
rate of 25% must be calculated on the balance of
remuneration.
Where the employer is in possession of a tax directive in
respect of a part-time employee, tax must be deducted
according to the instructions on the directive. (Refer also to
Commission Agents).
Determining the applicable method of deducting
employees’ tax
Scenario

Deduction method
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Update your business plan
Most businesses create a business plan at the start of each year
which outlines where the business is today, what happened last
year and where they want to be at the end of this year. As we
approach the end of Quarter 2, for Feb2012 financial year-ends,
its time to pull out the business plan and update it. Every business
prepares monthly accounts, but what about a monthly or even
quarterly update to the firm’s strategic plan.
Constantly updating your business plan ensures that the business’s
long term plan is always up to date and can be adapted as new

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

Employee is not in standard
employment and works at least
5 hours per day and earns less
than R164 for that day
Employee is only employed for
one day (less than 22 hours a
week) and earns less than R164
for that day
Employee is required to worked
at least 22 hours a week and
is in standard employment
Employee is not in standard
employment and works less
than 5 hours per day and
earns less than R164 for that day
Employee is not in standard
employment and works at
least 5 hours per day and
earns more than R164 for that day

issues arise. By constantly updating the plan management are
always creating new goals and objectives which can be managed
No tax to be deducted

and tracked.
One concept worth considering when updating the plan is the

No tax to be deducted

possibility of expanding the business. Expanding the business may
not necessarily involve taking over competitors or hiring in more
staff. It could just as easily involve introducing more products and

Deduction tables

services, going national/international or simply beginning to target
new market segments.

25% deduction

The important thing to remember when updating the business plan
is the fact that no business plan is ever final or finished. The world
of business is constantly evolving as markets grow, currencies

25% deduction

IRP 5 — As the remuneration received for non-standard
employment are excluded from the definition of standard
employment, the employees' tax deducted must be reflected as
PAYE on the IRP 5.
Temporary employees who are frequently employed
Where an employer employs employees regularly or frequently for
such periods as may be required by the employer, the
Commissioner may in terms of the sub-paragraph (c) of the
definition of standard employment in Paragraph 11B of the 4th
Schedule, after consultation with the employer, issue a ruling to
the employer or a group of employees.

fluctuate and supply/demand levels change. As a result, updating
the business plan is an ongoing exercise.
By constantly updating the business plan, the business is acting
and thinking proactively rather than waiting for something to
happen in the market and then reacting. This will ensure that the
business is prepared and ready to adapt when changes in the
market occur.

A written application (by the employer), accompanied by all
relevant information must be directed to SARS Head Office (refer
also to Standard employment in paragraph 15.1). The following
information is pertinent to the written application —
- a full explanation of the specific category of employees in
respect of which the application is made,
- a full description of the basis on which such employees are
employed, and
- a full explanation as to why such employees are regularly
or frequently employed.

Continues on pg 3
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Outsourcing
In the current economic climate, many small and medium sized
businesses face the same challenge – they want to expand, but
their current level of turnover means that they may not be able to
afford to take on personnel with the right qualifications to drive
the business forward. As a result, many firms have decided to buy
in these skills through outsourcing.
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Anri enjoys social activities, has strong family values and enjoys
reading biographies such as Richard Branson. She acquired her
financial talents from her mother, who is also an accountant and
a tax consultant. Anri and her husband Corné, an attorney, enjoy
the outdoors, and are passionate about their two dogs.

Where a particular skill or level of expertise is required, businesses
can outsource and employ staff on a contractual basis, rather than
hiring staff full time. The benefit of this approach to the firm is that
they can hire top-notch professionals but only pay for the work
done. This can be a one-off expense, but some firms pay
professionals for a few hours per month on an ongoing basis rather
than hiring a full time, salaried employee.
The benefits are quite clear – the business saves money and top
quality professional services are now within the budget of smaller
businesses. Until quite recently, there were only a few business
functions that small and medium sized firms outsourced, such as
book keepers, management accountants etc. Today, largely thanks
to the internet, it is possible to outsource virtually anything from
phone answering services to website management.
As the internet has provided access to overseas outsourcing,
businesses can also benefit from exchange rates. For example, if a
service provider is located in a country where the currency is quite
weak, the business will be able to buy in professional services for
a lower price than the same services might cost in their home
country.
There is one golden rule that businesses should adhere to when
outsourcing - you get what you pay for. Yes, there are cost benefits
to outsourcing globally, but if you aren't willing to pay at least a
reasonable rate for the outsourced services, you're probably not
going to get a very professional result!

Wallrich talent
Anri du Plessis is a senior accountant specialising in payroll and
income tax and providing the Wallrich team with general back-up
on tax assignments.
After completing Grade 12 at Monument Hoërskool in Krugersdorp,
Anri studied towards a B.Com Accounting degree at the North West
University in Potchefstroom and also completed her Honours
degree in 2007. Following a website search for a position in the
world of accountancy, she found Viljoen Accountants and joined
the company in Randburg in 2008. There she completed her three
year articles in December 2010 after which she joined the
Wallrich team.
Being part of the new generation of employees, Anri always wants
to acquire new knowledge and plans to enrol for an advanced
course in tax at the Witwatersrand University in 2012. Says Anri:
“I love new challenges and the Wallrich partners provide me with
the opportunity and the business tools to add value to the
company. It is a major adjustment from university to entering the
world of business. As I have now been professionally trained, I have
acquired a passion for training and to also help our new colleagues
to become value adding employees.”

Anri du Plessis
Juanita Kruger is a professional accountant and qualified from the
Vaal University of Technology in 2005 where she obtained a
National Diploma in Internal Auditing through part time studies.
She gained experience in the retail, logistics and public transport
sectors prior to joining Lloyd Viljoen in 2006, a vacancy she found
advertised in a church magazine.
Juanita says: “This was a golden opportunity for me to complete
my articles which I did through the personal mentoring of the
management at the time. However, the move from Klerksdorp to
Johannesburg was quite traumatic as the city life has many
challenges that we do not encounter in rural North West. I first
wanted to become a teacher but I developed a passion for figure
work at school where accounting was part of the curriculum.”
Juanita is delighted about her environment as she is involved in
the deep end of business including personal tax and salaries, as
well as compiling statements for Close Corporations and trusts.
Having sat for her professional evaluation examination, Juanita is
now a member of the South African Institute of Professional
Accountants (SAIPA). This enables her to manage her own practice
although she is ‘boots and all’ involved with her assignments after
having taken transfer from Lloyd Viljoen to Wallrich.
Juanita still loves to escape weekends to Klerksdorp where she
enjoys the outdoors including cycling and walking, but her passion
is work and to continue to grow with the rest of the team which
she describes as professional in word and deed.

Juanita Kruger
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The new beginning
By Carol Butcher Professional Writer & Editor: butcher@iafrica.com
and Henk Heymans MD ProBeta Accountancy Development: www.probeta.co.za

Despite every effort to ensure that the legislation is characterised
by plain language, simplicity, transparency, flexibility and
regulatory certainty, many of the questions that clients are asking
are very difficult to answer and are open to interpretation.

According to SAICA’s view, this is as an owner-managed company.
As such, the company is still exempt to the extent determined by
the Act.

The concept of owner-managed companies is a case in point. The
concept of owner-managed companies seems straight forward –
a company where all shareholders are natural persons, and all
shareholders are also directors and involved in the day-to-day
decision-making within the company. Delve a little deeper, and
reminiscent of Macbeth, things are not as they seem.

While the Companies Act exempts certain defined owner-managed
companies from an audit or Independent Review, these companies
are drawn back into the loop if they have a fiduciary capacity of
more than R5 million 28(2). Certain non-profit companies, and any
other companies, whose public interest score exceeds 350, and
companies whose score exceeds 100, and who compile their own
financial statements, are also drawn back into the loop.

The question arises, exactly who is being exempted from the audit
and Independent Review? The Companies Act does not define the
term owner-managed as such. This is problematic and opens the
door for interpretation.

The Companies Act, 2008 and its Regulations are very new. Since
much of the Act is still open to interpretation by the courts,
regulations may change overnight. This is to be expected, and does
not detract in any way from the legislation’s merits.

For purposes of estate planning, company shares are often held in
a Trust. The children are the beneficiaries, and either one, or both
parents are trustees. Not all the shareholders are directors. A Trust
is not a director. Is it good enough if the trustees are directors, or
do the beneficiaries need to be directors? What if the beneficiaries
are minors? What transpires if the company is held by a holding
company, and an individual holds all the company shares? Is the
company wholly owned or is it owner-managed?
Section 30 (2) (b) (ii) (bb) (AA) of the Act, which exempted
companies with only one shareholder is often quoted. This section
has, however, been removed and can no longer be relied upon
when making a decision.
Seeking clarity, the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants (SAICA) has obtained two legal opinions. SAICA’s view
is that one needs to look at all the trustees and all the beneficiaries.
Who is getting a beneficiary interest out of the company? Are all
of these beneficiary-interested parties directors? If this is the case,
it is irrelevant whether a Trust is in place.

Best-selling American novelist Louis L’ Amour wrote:

“There will come a
time when you believe
everything is finished.
That will be the beginning. ”
These words resonate well
with South Africa’s new Companies
Act, 2008, which came into effect on 1 May 2011.

Effective compensation strategies
By Paul Leonard CFP®
Source: “Drive- the surprising truth about what motivates us” by Daniel H. Pink ISBN: 978 1 84767 769 3
Consolidated Financial Planning KZN (PTY) LTD - www.consolidated.co.za

In his book “Drive – the surprising truth about what motivates us”
author Daniel Pink says that the best use of money is to take the
issue of money off the table.
He suggests that the more prominent financial issues such as
salary and fringe benefits are in someone’s life, the more they can,
in fact, inhibit creativity and unravel performance. When money
is the main motivator staff become the most de-motivated. The
better strategy is to get compensation right and then to get it out
of sight. The most effective organizations “compensate people in
amounts and in ways that allow staff to mostly forget about
compensation and instead focus on the work itself.”
Three key techniques are suggested:

Firstly, ensure internal and external fairness.
If Bob and Joe work in adjoining cubicles and Bob learns that Joe
earns a lot more than he does for very similar work then Bob’s
motivation will plummet because of this internal unfairness.
On the other hand, if Bob and Joe earn the same but learn that
people doing their type of work for other companies in the same
industry earn a lot more than they do then both Bob and Joe will
experience a largely irreversible dip in motivation. This will be
because of the company’s violation of the external fairness ethic.

Continues on pg 5
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same amount. If Bob has more responsibilities than Joe does, and
Joe learns that Bob earns more because of this, Joe will not have
a problem with it … because it is fair.
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For example, imagine that you are a product manager whose pay
depends largely on reaching a particular sales goal for the next
quarter. If you are smart and have a family to feed you might
focus heavily on hitting that quarterly target. This could result in
dysfunctional behaviour that has little regard to the quarter after
that or the long-term health of the company.

Pink says that “getting the internal and external equity right isn’t
itself a motivator. But it is a way to avoid putting the issue of money
back on the table and making it a de-motivator”.

However if your pay is determined by your sales for the next
quarter and also the next year, the company profit over two
years, customer satisfaction levels, and reviews from colleagues
then your focus will be more balanced and healthy.

The second key is to pay more than average.
According to research by Nobel Laureate George Akerlof and his
wife Janet Yellen, paying great people a little more than the
market demands could attract better talent, reduce staff
turnover, and boost productivity and morale. The pay-morethan-average approach can eliminate concerns about unfairness
and help to take the issue of money off the table. Counterintuitively: “higher wages could actually reduce company costs.”

The weighting and remuneration for any particular metric should
also not be too large otherwise; it will narrow people’s focus or
encourage them to take the low road.
Getting the right mix of rewards is difficult, “but using a variety
of metrics that reflect the totality of great work can transform
often counterproductive ‘if-then’ rewards into less combustible
‘now-that’ [and highly motivating] rewards”.

Interestingly, other studies found that providing an employee
with a high level of base pay does more to boost performance
and organisational commitment than an attractive bonus
structure.

Every employer would like to retain good staff and have them
actively engaged and focused on their work.

The third key is “If you use performance metrics, you should make
them wide-ranging, relevant and hard to [manipulate]”.

How can employers structure remuneration in such a way
that this is achieved?
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Inspired by
experience and
innovation in

Wallrich originated from the company Lloyd Viljoen (Randburg south branch), established in
1964. The main focus was on audits, accounting and financial health checks. Wallrich was
introduced in 2010 and took over the traditional accounting and tax assignments section in
Lloyd Viljoen, adding a progressive consulting and financial management component. The
management team is young, energetic and inspired by innovation in business and finance.
The relationship with Lloyd Viljoen supports a combination of experience and modern-day
practice for financial management consultancies.
We have built a sound reputation on service delivery utilising customised methodology to ensure
cost effective reviews. We strive to be accountable, accurate, topical and always benefit driven
for our customers in commerce and industry.

business
and finance.

1st Floor, Randpark Building
20 Dover Street, Randburg
PO Box 2444, Randburg,
2125

Business start-up support.

Preparation of annual financial statements.

Business planning, cash flow

Management accounts.

and profit projections.

Accounting services and advice.

Consulting on management buy outs/ins.

On the job training of your financial staff.

Acquisitions, mergers and disposals.

Tax planning, return preparations for corporates,

Due diligence reviews and feasibility studies.

individuals and trusts, statutory tax preps and

Secretarial services.

compliance.

Forensic audits.

Estate planning.

Internal audits.
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

+27 (0) 11 789-1011
+27 (0) 11 789-1012
info@wallrich.co.za
www.wallrich.co.za

F i n a n c i a l

m a n a g e m e n t

a n d
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Wallrich services

Vision

Business start-up support.

The Wallrich vision is to provide accurate, superior and
informative financial management, accounting and auditing
services to small to medium size enterprises.

Business planning, cash flow
and profit projections.
Consulting on management buy outs/ins.

Mission
The Wallrich mission is to be always accountable, based on
strict values of accountability in everything they do.

Acquisitions, mergers and disposals.
Due diligence reviews and feasibility studies.
Secretarial services.

Values
Wallrich currently comprises of 3 partners, who’s combined
skills cover all the financial management needs a business
would require.
To maintain a competitive edge, Wallrich ensures that their
staff receive expert personal training in the latest technology
and legislation.

Tell us about your company

Forensic audits.
Internal audits.
Preparation of annual financial statements.
Management accounts.
Accounting services and advice.
On the job training of your financial staff.
Tax planning, return preparations for corporates, individuals
and trusts, statutory tax preps and compliance.
Estate planning.

The Wallrich Journal is produced monthly and contains editorials
that are of general interest to business owners, entrepreneurs
and financial professionals. It is sent to all Wallrich and Lloyd
Viljoen clients and opinion leaders, and is also posted on the
company website. As we are proud about our progress and
achievements, as well as our valued relationship with our clients,
we would like to provide you with the opportunity to profile your
company and its competence with a short editorial. Should this
be of interest, then kindly submit your contribution of not more
than 200 words to martin@mscom.co.za and make mention that
the contribution is for the Wallrich Journal. Obviously, not all
editorials will be placed at once. As the submissions are recorded
they will be placed. We look forward to your contribution.

Wallrich
seminar survey
In order for us to be fully accountable, our clients have to be informed
decision makers. Wallrich will be hosting a series of client seminars to
address key issues and aid our clients in understanding the ever
changing, complex financial sector. These seminars will help business
people gain insight into sustainable business practices from a financial
services perspective. To develop a seminar program that will provide a
truly meaningful experience to our clients, we would appreciate your
recommendations on specific subject material. Please let us know
which topics of discussion would be of interest and most pertinent to
adding value to our current service offering.
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Chartered Accountants SA
1st Floor, Randpark Building
20 Dover Street,
Randburg
PO Box 2444,
Randburg,
2125
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

+27 (0) 11 789-1011
+27 (0) 11 789-1012
info@wallrich.co.za
www.wallrich.co.za
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